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ABSTRACT: Health care domain is flooded with huge amount of data that holds sensitive information pertaining to
patients and their medical conditions. Medical data mining can help obtain latent patterns or actionable knowledge. Data
mining techniques can discover such latent patterns or hidden relationships among the objects in the medical data sources.
This will give know how to ascertain the progression of diseases over a period of time. As medical data sources contain set
of observations that are made from time to time with clinical parameters, considering temporal dimension of the data as
fundamental parameter can give valuable insights related to temporal nature of diseases. The classical sequence pattern
mining is not sufficient to know the temporal nature of diseases that prevail in a region or country. This is because the
sequential patterns do not consider the elapsing time between events. Time-annotated sequences can bestow a novel
paradigm in data mining. As temporal data mining has potential advantages, this paper focuses on finding data mining
techniques that can be used to extract temporally frequent diseases. We analyze the techniques using for temporal data
mining on medical data sets.
Index Terms –Data mining, medical data mining, data mining techniques, temporally frequent diseases
1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining techniques have potential to discover hidden
relationships in the data of medical databases. This will help
in understanding the prevailing situations in healthcare
domain with respect to patients, their medical conditions and
treatments. Medical databases are very bulky that need
computerized programs to find latent trends that will help in
medical diagnosis and treatment. In the wake of data mining
techniques, especially medical data mining techniques, the
health care domain has made significant progress in using
the technologies in prevention and diagnosis of disease.
With respect to data mining techniques, the traditional
frequent pattern discovering techniques [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8] are not sufficient to know the temporal nature of
diseases. These techniques do not consider the elapsed time
between two events and thus cannot produce valuable
insights into temporally frequent diseases as they do not take
the time dimension as variable in their framework.
Spenceley and Warren [9] explored temporal data mining
with respect to taking intelligent inputs to an online medical
application.Catley, Stratti, and McGregor [10] emerging
techniques related to temporal data mining on medical time
series data sets.Catley et al. [11] have extended their work
later with respect to multi-dimensional medical
data.Meamarzadeh, Khayyambashi and Saraee [12] applied
temporal data mining techniques that helped in discovering
hidden relationships in medical data sets.Shuxia and Zheng
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[13] proposed fuzziness approach for mining interminacy
temporal data.Tsumoto, Hirano and Iwata [14] applied
temporal data mining for characterization of medical
practice.Adaptive fuzzy cognitive maps are used by Froelich
and Wakulicz-Deja [15] for mining temporal data in medical
data sets.Berlingerio, Bonchi, Giannotti and Turini [16]
believed that clinical databases contain temporal data that
can be exploited to discover intelligence that supports in
making decisions pertaining to patients’ health and
diagnosis.Abe, Yokoi, Ohsaki and Yamaguchi [17] proposed
an integrated environment for medical data mining.Tsumoto
and Hirano [18] explored the mining possible trajectories
from medical data sets. More details about all these
researches can be found in section II.
Our contributions in this paper include the analysis of stateof-the-art of the existing data mining techniques that are
used for temporal data mining on medical data besides
summarizing and providing future directions of the research.
This remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II reviews related literature. Section III summarizes the
findings pertaining to extracting temporally frequent
diseases while section IV concludes the paper.
II.RELATED WORKS
Temporal data mining has promising impact on the medical
data mining. This is evident in literature as number of
researchers worked out techniques for extracting temporally
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frequent diseases from medical data sets. The time
dimension of the data sets is exploited for various purposes.
Spenceley and Warren [9] explored temporal data mining
with respect to taking intelligent inputs to an online medical
application. These authors considered two approaches that
are with case and without case approaches. Regarding with
case approach, they considered individuals medical history
in order to predict input requirements in the next visit. The
case independent approach considers the temporal
relationship among events irrespective of patients. Catley,
Stratti, and McGregor [10] emerging techniques related to
temporal data mining on medical time series data sets.
Catley et al. mainly focused on multi-dimensional data. The
dataset considered is “Neonatal Intensive Care”. Six trends
were identified in four categories namely knowledge base,
integration, results and data. Their discoveries with multidimensional medical data help to address challenges
associated with “course of dimensionality” in medical data
besides driving towards next generation knowledge
discovery. Catley et al. [11] have extended their work later
with respect to multi-dimensional medical data. They
applied temporal data mining techniques to emerging data
streams using the same “Neonatal Intensive Care” dataset.
Their approach helped in clinical investigations on multidimensional time-series data.
Meamarzadeh, Khayyambashi and Saraee [12] applied
temporal data mining techniques that helped in discovering
hidden relationships in medical data sets. These authors
believed that medical data has much temporal information
that needs to be exploited in order to get intelligence on
temporally frequent medical events. Mining temporal
relational rules was their main focus. They presented the
rules that have been mined in the form of a graph for further
processing. The temporal intervals are used to know the
temporally frequent events that exist in medical data. Their
work helped in finding the temporal frequency of early
detection of high risk patients, births, deaths, and pre-mature
newborns. Shuxia and Zheng [13] proposed fuzziness
approach for mining interminacy temporal data. Using
fuzziness concept, the authors explored the degree of
interminancy in patient records of medial data set. The
prototype built them has utility to demonstrate the proof of
concept.
Tsumoto, Hirano and Iwata [14] applied temporal data
mining for characterization of medical practice. The idea is
taken from the fact that medical data has details of patients,
physicians, and temporal evaluation of events. By
discovering trends in the medical data, the authors proposed
a tool that can help in reusing data to exploit best medical
practices. Adaptive fuzzy cognitive maps are used by
Froelich and Wakulicz-Deja [15] for mining temporal data
in medical data sets. The technique is used to discover
medical concepts from temporal data. The medical concepts
thus extracted include changes in patients’ conditions over a
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period of time, the drugs prescribed and the health effects
expressed by patients. For effective knowledge
representation fuzzy cognitive maps are used.
Berlingerio, Bonchi, Giannotti and Turini [16] believed that
clinical databases contain temporal data that can be
exploited to discover intelligence that supports in making
decisions pertaining to patients’ health and diagnosis. They
proposed a novel data mining approach known as “TimeAnnotated Sequences”. Berlingerio et al. could extract
interesting TAS patterns besides making a general
methodology that can be used further to explore the possible
discovery of temporal dimensions in medical data for better
prediction of diseases and prevention of the same.
Abe, Yokoi, Ohsaki and Yamaguchi [17] proposed an
integrated environment for medical data mining. The
technique they used is related to time-series data mining.
These authors could extract useful medical information from
medical data set. They studied on the rules evolving from the
data sets besides comparing their approach with other related
works. Abe et al. mined time related rules from medical data
set. They used visual human-system interfaces that are userfriendly to demonstrate their proof of concept.Tsumoto and
Hirano [18] explored the mining possible trajectories from
medical data sets. The data set considered was related to
chronic hepatitis that could reflect details such as choline
esterase, albumin and temporal covariance of platelets. Cjos
[19] identified need for building new methods that can
produce patterns considering time parameter. The disease
data has been exploited in order to find trends in the data.
Tsumoto [20] opined that temporal data is one of the
challenges for medical data mining. IUI dataset has been
explored by Kooptiwoot [21] for medical data mining
considering temporal nature of data and achieved results that
satisfied domain experts. Mao et al. [22] exploited temporal
data mining to build a system that warns early deterioration
of patients’ medical condition. Olukunle and Ehikioya [23]
opined that medical data sets are characterized by temporal
nature besides exhibiting missing values and long patterns.
Pradhan and Prabhakaran [24] exploited hidden frequent
patterns in medical data considering temporal relationships.
Saraee, Ehghaghi, and Meamarzadeh [25] applied temporal
data mining techniques to discover mortality related to
accidents caused to children. The ensuing section
summarizes the techniques used for temporal data mining.
III.SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES FOR TEMPORAL
DATA MINING
In medical data mining temporal dimension has significant
impact on discovering actionable knowledge related to
prediction and detection besides forecasting of temporally
frequent diseases and take necessary steps in order to ensure
that such diseases are prevented in time with proper
information in hand and planning priori. Various data
mining techniques that have considered temporal dimension
of the medical data sets are presented in table 1.
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Table 1 – Summary of researches on temporally frequent data mining on medical data sets
Research
Reference (s)
Spenceley
and
Warren [9]

Data Mining
Technique (s)
Tool
for
online
electronic
medical
records

Catley, Stratti, and
McGregor [10]

Emerging trends and
patterns extraction

Catley et al. [11]

Extension to Cross
Industry Standard
Process for Data
Mining (CRISP-DM)

Meamarzadeh,
Khayyambashi
Saraee [12]

and

Temporal rule
mining

Shuxia and Zheng
[13]

Fuzziness approach

Tsumoto, Hirano and
Iwata [14]

Berlingerio, Bonchi,
Giannotti and Turini
[16]

Discovers not only
discovering
temporally frequent
diseases but also the
practices made by
physicians
Adaptive fuzzy
cognitive maps are
used to represent
knowledge
Time – Annotated
Series (TAS)
approach

Abe, Yokoi, Ohsaki
and Yamaguchi [17]

Time-Series data
mining

Tsumoto and Hirano
[18]

Multiscale matching
and clustering

Froelich
and
Wakulicz-Deja [15]
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Remarks

Incremental
data
mining of existing
records, ease of
future data entry with
respect to patients

The tool does not
have provision for
finding temporally
frequent diseases

Two approaches such
as case dependent
and case independent
are
used
for
experiments

Discovers
six
patterns related to
knowledge
base,
integration,
results
and
data
from
“Neonatal Intensive
Care” data set
Helps in clinical
investigations
on
medical data sets

No comprehensive
framework has been
proposed.

Knowledge
discovery
through
medical data mining
and inputs from
domain expert are
combined

Evaluation of the
proposed approach
has not been made

Mining rules with
temporal information
can
help
in
characterization
of
medical practices
Mining interminacy
of temporal data

Temporal
data
mining
can
be
applied to other areas
of medical data.

Temporal
data
mining
techniques
are
applied
to
emerging
data
streams
Authors
presented
the rules that have
been mined in the
form of a graph for
further processing
Authors built a tool
to demonstrate the
proof of concept

Characterization
medical practice

More analysis can be
made further

History of clinical
actions is considered
for research

Discovers concepts
from temporal data

There is no
support
for
research

Reusable
methodology,
extracting interested
TAS patterns
Integrated
environment
is
created for medical
data mining, rules
related to time are
extracted
Mining results reflect
details such as
choline esterase,
albumin and
temporal covariance
of platelets.

Only few variables
are considered for
research

Focused
on
application
of
discovered
fuzzy
cognitive maps
Authors considered a
case
study
to
elaborate
their
findings
Pseudo
code
is
provided
to
demonstrate
the
proof of concept

of
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Query optimization
has not been made on
temporal information

tool
this

No tool support is
given

Only
diseases
explored.

chronic
are

Trajectory
data
mining
techniques
are
applied
on
chronic
hepatitis
dataset.
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As seen in table 1, it is evident that researchers exploited for
extracting trends of patterns using time as one of the
fundamental variables in medical data mining. Especially
characterization of diseases, effects of them on the patients,
medical practices and so on are the essence of the temporal
medical data mining.
IV.CONCLUSION
In this paper we analyzed temporally frequent mining of
diseases. Time dimension in medical data is considered as a
fundamental variable for the analysis of frequency of
diseases that prevail with respect to time. Classical frequent
pattern mining cannot utilize the time interval between
events and therefore it is not suitable for exploring the
temporally frequent diseases. The latent trends related to this
can be discovered using data mining techniques that
consider the time dimension. In this paper we analyzed such
data mining techniques and found that they are very useful
in extracting patterns that can help in obtaining valuable
insights into the temporally frequent diseases that will help
medical authorities of a region or country or the world to
know the frequency of diseases over a period of time. This
know how helps them to take well informed decisions
pertaining to public health in order to eliminate or reduce the
occurrence of diseases. In fact, such information has high
significance pertaining to medical research. The essence of
findings include that with temporal data mining it is possible
to characterize medical practices besides the frequency of
diseases and their effects. This will definitely help when
incorporated into an expert decision making system. Our
future work is to build a tool that discovers temporally
frequent diseases which will be a part of intelligent decision
making system used.
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